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                                   IRDIM 2016 – AFPS Special Session - TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION  
                                                                           Darius AMIR-MAZAHERI                         
 
                                                                                             Fig 1 – Italie+Chain Sis – ا����ن و ا��ان �� �م ه
	�، �� درود  
 
Fortunately, the official language of the Conference is English, because if not, with my bad English, I would have preferred to open the session in Farsi, and as far as my 
Technical Farsi is even worse than my English, I’ll go on in Frenglish. But that’s good for my colleagues who will feel more relax after me, with their Shakespearian English, 
at least compared to mine. 
   
It’s with a great emotion, proudness & honor that I open this special session. 
  
With Great Emotion: I hope you understand why: Esfahan, the Land of ه��� ، ���ط , the Capital of the Great Shah Abbas,  and only 70km away from ����، �ز!�ن و ز! � ��� , the 
Land of my roots. 
  
With Honor because, finally, we are the only official team representing France, at least for a couple of days, in the Land of Esfahan. 
 
And Proud of trying to share an experience with our Iranian colleagues in ن �#� ���ن،ا���$  , half of the word, 4 centuries after this Fig 2 – Diplomatic Map – 16-17ème siècle  
 
This is not a Seismic Zonation. It’s the Diplomatic Language, and Cultural Influence Zonation during the XVI & XVIIth Centuries. French at West, Farsi at East, & Esfahan 
the Capital of Iran, the half of the world. Was Paris the other ½? The Portuguese didn’t tell us about.  
 
Nothing to see with Political Zonation of that period with all Rising, Growing, or Improving Empires:  Portugal, Spain, Austria, Hungary, UK, Russia and France at West // 
Ottoman, India & Iran at East.  
But all the Political Treaties between the Turkish Language Ottomans and all non-French Language Powers in West, were written in 2 official languages: French and Farsi. 
 
My 1st Message, when seeing this, is for France: Nothing is won forever 
& My Second Message is for Iran: Nothing is lost for ever 
 
But today, my Iranian proudness does not only stand on this. It stands also, and even more, on Esfahan, not only because of its beauty, but thanks to the way that it allowed the 
threatened Armenians to come in, to build the beautiful Jolfa next to it, and become our very respected & appreciated fellow-citizens, in continuity with the usual welcoming-
reception reserved to Zoroastrians, Jews, Ashurians, and Moslem Minorities.   
 

Iranian greatness has always been in its tolerance and not in hate. And all the Middle-East needs it, more than ever. 

 
                                                                         Sorry for this emotional personal moment, let’s go now to our subject 
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                                                                             WHO ARE WE? :  
 
 
 
AFPS, (Fig3-Plaquette) French Association for Earthquake Engineering, 
33 years old, with almost (Fig4-Info) 700 members, About 20 Active Working Groups, Covering all Fields of Seismic Security Chain. 
 
Honor and Former President of the Association (Fig5- Bureaux), I am the Bill Clinton, or Aghaï Khatami, if you prefer, of the Association. Good references? I hope having 
been as good as Khatami was: Each one in his own scale, of course. 
 
The Current leading team, Top Left, is chaired by Emmanuel Viallet, a very good President., and much younger than his picture shows.   For him, no reference to current 
politic leaders will be named. He couldn’t come here, but sends you his Best Wishes for the success of the Conference and a Good Co-operation with IEEA. 
 
How the idea of this special session was born? (Fig6 – Copy1) 
We were invited by AFPCN, the natural partner of IDRIM to participate in a meeting with the Iranian chairman of IDRIM 2016.  
When I heard the name of the chairman, my friend M. Ashtiani, I said I run. 
 
During that meeting, we realized that as specialist of Earthquake Engineering, we were not really in the center of interest of the Conference, but an idea was spontaneously 
born and immediately adopted as well. 
 
As far as the main target of all we do is to give political deciders necessary tools for the right decisions concerning the protection and saving of Human Life :  
               
*Why not a Special Session about how, in Practice, France handles the full chain of Earthquake Overall Security Engineering, from Prevision to Prevention of New and 
Existing Building � Organization of Emergency Services � Insurance and Financing aspects  
*And focus mainly on some unusual technical aspects for which the co-operation of AFPS was required by public authorities. 
 
The Special Session Focuses on Useful Practical Aspects for Deciders and not on Theoretical or Regulations Development better to be addressed to Earthquake Engineering 
Conferences.  
And, this was our choice.  
 
Of course, the Session doesn’t present a Model to Follow, but just an Existing Experience, to be shared with other experiences, here, mainly the Iranian one, but why not 
others.  
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                                       LET’S GO to the technical aspects, & FIRST : WHAT WE ALREADY KNOW  
 
 
 
As the starting point, let’s have a short look on the progress we have done all together in Earthquake Engineering, now 1 century old.   
Born with Fig7-SF 1906 1906 San Francisco Magnitude 8 quake, a full century of groping in the dark and hard work was needed to build up real know-how. 
 
 
We can be proud because almost all correctly designed and built structures, according to our new regulations and rules, perfectly withstood recent major earthquakes, even if 
the seismic level was very often higher than the prediction.  
 
Here a few examples of uncommon structures Fig 8 which withstood perfectly major quakes: Bridges near SF in 1989 and Strategic Buildings near LA in 1994. 
 
 
But such know-how did not come about suddenly in one package. Each event brought its surprises and we had to reappraise very often, with modesty, our own understanding 
and go back on what we had already said and written.  
 
 
The case of bridges in California is a significant example of how we had to question our fundamental believes. First with the UBC code, � then Caltrans 1973 Rules after Fig 
9 Niigata Japan 64 & Sylmar Calif 71, with retrofitting mainly by Linkage Fig 10 and local dispositions or jacketing 
 
 � But then came 3 major events showing the inefficiency of such local dispositions: SF 1989 Fig 11, LA 1994 and Kobe 1995. A large retrofitting program was finally 
undertaken in California two decades after Sylvar. The right policy was finally found under the pressure of dramatic events.  
 
 
But paradoxically, Northridge LA 94 proved the statistic efficiency of such imperfect, step by step, design & Retrofit policy: None of about 100 already retrofitted bridges 
were damaged. Northridge was a useful full scale laboratory for Earthquake Engineering. But it showed also 3 more sources of failure for reinforced concrete structures: 

� Spiral hoops might be dangerous (Fig12 - Hoops)  
� A missed detail can bring failure (Fig13-Parking even if the overall seismic design is correctly conducted.  
� And finally, Northridge, rather than other quakes, proved the vulnerability of short-stiff piers (Fig 14).  
� But shortly after, (Fig 15) Kobe 95 also brought its own surprises such as buckling, failure of some welds and other details in steel structures, & that of U-shaped-

first-floor concrete buildings.  
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                               WHAT IS THE STATE OF OUR CURRENT TECHNICAL KNOWLEDG E 
 
Even if we learned something new after each major event, which means that our existing know-how needs to be better improved with research, instrumentation and 
implementation, our current state of knowledge might be considered as sufficient for designing earthquake resisting new buildings and for retrofitting existing ones, even if 
the level of the design earthquake is highly overpassed:  
 
According to the feedback, the only failures are Fig 16) either due to insufficient detailing ; to (fig 17) the brittleness of the structure ; to a high irregularity of the structure, 
here due to the creation during works of parasite short-piers ; to Unseating (Fig 18) as bridges are concerned ; or to Liquefaction (Fig19)   
 
In the global feedback, there is no example of failure of a correctly-designed regular-ductile structure whatever the seismic level was. Indications for such designs are out of 
the scope of this presentation, and are already largely provided in national codes, guides and too many technical articles. 
 

                          And WHAT’S the State of the Current Knowledge for POLITICAL DECIDERS  
A very large set of statistic knowledge is already available. It might help the Politic Authorities in their decision-making.  
 
* First, Number of victims for significant quakes with magnitude higher than 6.5 (Fig 20): higher than 40 000, near big cities without a deep cultured seismic construction, 
and only in term of hundreds in the opposite case.  
   
* Secondly, Cost of major quakes (Fig 21) (with eventually a part of indirect cost?): About 30 G$ near big Cities, and even 100 G$ for unprepared megacities in developed 
countries because of the incidence on the higher developed equipment, facilities and networks. 
 
*  Third, Seismic extra-cost for correctly-seismic-designed constructions:   
4 % (Fig 22) for a Reactor Building with 0.2g elastic design 
1% (Fig 23) for a pool-storage building with the same design-quake 
1 to 5% (Fig 24) for a set of housings located in different areas in France, with different assumption on foundations and nb of floors.   
 
*  And finally, Fourth, Positioning of the most vulnerable constructions: The answer to that essential question might already be found in the vulnerability feed-back, as 
mentioned before. Once again, 

1. First: For Engineered Buildings : Portal-framed-structures Fig 25 in reinforced concrete, including some so-called seismic designed-ones, in which the necessary 
detailing inside and next to nodes are often missing Or Brittleness (Fig 26) //  

     Or other possible load distribution than the one expected in the design. 
     Here, parasite stiffer columns added during construction. 
2. Second: (Fig 27) Un-engineered or self-built constructions: here a village school & a French Caribbean House  
3. Third: (Fig 28) Bridges or important facilities with insufficient seating  
4. Forth: (Fig 29)  Liquefaction and soil problems  
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                 WHAT ARE the Main Current Technical Problems in Seismic SAFETY Engineering? 
 

With recent earthquakes, a new kind of vulnerability, “socio-economic vulnerability of megacities”, has been dramatically demonstrated (Fig 30- SF+LA).     
 
During 1989 Loma Prieta quake, near SF, as well as 1994 Northridge quake near LA,  only a few bridges were significantly damaged: 3 in San Francisco Bay Area, & 9 out 
of 3000 in LA collapsed.  
The overall behaviour of bridges was then excellent during both events.  
 
But in San Francisco, one of the damaged bridges was the Bay Bridge, with its 260 000 car/day traffic and another was the Cypress Bridge, an important element of 
Motorway Network through Oakland and Berkeley.  
In Los Angeles, all 9 damaged bridges were located on the main Freeways with their 350 000 car/day traffic for each.  
 
During 1995 Kobe quake in Japan (Fig31 -Kobe+Nice) , all connections with the country were cut because of collapsed bridges.  
Even for the emergency services, Kobe was accessible only by sea.  
Nice, south of France, has the same morphology than Kobe.  
 
For the moment nothing in our codes really addresses such cases. Only the use of an importance factor, up to 1.4, gives the strategic elements a higher safety factor. 
1) But a first question might be: What are such strategic elements?  
Emergency and crisis management centers; Communication network centers (telephone, air-port control); Energy and Water supply centers; but also Hospitals and Road 
Network for access to the damaged areas and evacuation of injured persons.  
 
2) The next question is about hospitals and roads network (Fig32 – Nice): Should the upgrading concern all of them? Or only a few one considered as strategic structures and 
equipment?  
The optimized answer is surely the second alternative, but in this case, which roads and which hospitals?                   
The optimized reply must be elaborated through a technical multi-discipline Scenario-Study, prior to designation of Strategic Buildings, Access Roads and Bridges.  
Examples of such studies are presented during the session, as well as particular additional considerations for the design of such structures. 
 
3) And what about existing buildings, even if the upgrading is not a major technical problem? (Fig33 Existing Building) The equality of all citizens pushes the public 
authorities to upgrade existing buildings in seismic regions in order to give them the same resisting capacity as new construction.  
 
The cost of such an ambition is likely to be so high that it is already considered to be economically unfeasible, at least when compared to other strong priorities such as 
national health, education, etc.  
But the opposite solution of doing nothing, or full protection only for some, is no more acceptable.  
The public authorities and legislators need our advice in order to choose a feasible fair policy consisting on an equal partial reasonable protection for all. 
The investment for such an operation might be easily covered. 
In France, for instance, an insurance tax of 12% for natural disaster is applied since 1987 to all construction.  
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Rather than taking the tax now and waiting for the disaster, it would be more appropriate to immediately invest this tax in prevention.  
The policy will also have the advantage of bringing some activity to our profession which needs it, at least in the western countries.  
 
4) In final, all this must be the priority for the earthquake engineering community during the early years of the current century.  
 
But from a human point of view, just developing countries, subject to a greater threat, constitute the actual emergency.  
 
Optimal solutions for such areas are not necessarily the same as in already developed areas and have to be devised with respect to local practices and in collaboration with 
their specialists. But this will not be the most difficult step of the road. 
 
The most urgent problem (Fig34 - Threatened People) will surely be the protection of millions of threatened people living in dangerous accommodations, or in self-built 
constructions.  
For such buildings, the main question which arises is :  
Would it be better to upgrade (Fig 35) such constructions according to more and less the same regulations than for new construction, with a great risk of doing nothing for a 
long,  
Or to upgrade immediately by intuitive rules, in order to just avoid the ceiling falling on the head of threaten people? 
 
In continuity with the same simplified approach, AFPS just elaborated a very pedagogical construction-guide for local use after the Nepal dramatic quake.  
 
 

                            And NOW: HOW FRANCE HANDLES THE OVERALL SEISMIC SEC URITY?    
 
 
Each step of the Seismic Security Engineering Process (Fig 36) is a complete independent technical field of the overall seismic security. One can easily imagine the very hard 
job of the politic authorities to go ahead in the right way in such a cloudy atmosphere. 
 
(Fig37-Diapo Interventions) With my colleagues who will be presented one-by-one, later on, we will try to give an over-view of the way that France handles all this. 
 

Thank you for your kind attention 
-------------------------------------------- 
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AFPS

X French Association for Earthquake Engineering (AFPS)

Founded 1983 by

Jean Despeyroux
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SF BART 1989 Bay area HW Bridge 1989

LA_Emergency Command Center 1994 LA Emergency Hospital 1994
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Sylmar interchange San Bernardo CA 1971 Niigata Japan 1964
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X

SF Bay bridge access 1989 Bay Area HW1 1989
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X
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SF 1989

Los Angeles 1994   

Kobe 1995

Vulnerability of Pier-stayed bridges
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X LA 1994 : Collapse Circulaire part with Hoops
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X
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LA 94 Missed detail in overall correct -design
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X
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LA 1994 Brittleness of short piers
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X                                                                               Kobe 1995
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Buckling of steel pier U-shaped basis Building
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Missed Detailing 

Erzinçan 1992                               SF 1989  
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Brittleness of Short Piers High Irregularity due to parasite 

Short Piers
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X                                                                                   Unseating
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X                                                                        Liquefaction
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Earthquake – Victims
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Seismic Cost
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Seismic Extra-Cost

Storage Building : 1% for 0,2g
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Seismic Extra-Cost

Housing : 1-5% up to 0,25g & 10 floors with or without piles
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1) – Buildings – Hyper-vulnerable beam-column stayed 

structures because of unsufficient detailing
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Building or Bridges : Vulnerability Because of :

Brittle Elements Unconsidered Irregularity
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2) - Vulnerability of Un-engineered or Self-Built Constructions
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3) – Bridges – Vulnerability because of Unseating Risk
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4) – Risk of Liquefaction
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Socio-Economic Vulnerability : California
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Socio-Economic Vulnerability : 

Kobe Japan & Analogy with Nice France
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Kobe Japan 1995

FW
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Existing Building

Equality of all Citizens ���� Full Protection for all ���� Economically Unfeasible

Full Protection for some ���� Politically & Humanly Unacceptable

Technico-Economic Tools to Deciders

Feasible Fair Policy = Partial Reasonable Protection for all

Cost? : In France : Insurance Extra-Tax of 12%  for Natural Disasters

(for the moment exclusivly for Flooding)  
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Real Threatened People
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Minimum Intuitive Upgrading by :

Horizontal Chaining – Bracing & eventually Micro-Piling

Full Analysis ?                                                                   Never Finished

Or Intuitive Immediate Upgrading
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Footing

or Micro-Piling
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Steps of Full Chain of Seismic Security Engineering Process
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Aspects of the Full Process which will be developed

� State of Seismic Hazard Prevision in France

(F. DUNAND)  ���� Dariush AMIR-MAZAHERI

� 2 example of Design Guide-line for Sensitive Elements

High Risk Industries                                                                                            Jean-Philippe GIRARD

Strategic Elements                                                                                                  D. AMIR-MAZAHERI

� Vulnerability Assessment – Case Studies  :

Vulnerability at city level: 4 Iranian Cities + Nice :                                               Nicolas TAILLEFER

Preliminary Diagnostic for Public Buildings, SW of France :                                       N. TAILLEFER

� Emergency & Crisis Management :                                       (Ghislaine Verrhiest) ���� J-P. GIRARD

� Insurance & Seismic Risk Financing

Seismic Risk Financing and transfer in France                                                            Pierre TINARD

Contribution of Insurance Sector to an Integrated Approach                                        P. TINARD

� Codes : EC8 (not treated here because too technical for the scope of  the  Conference)     No

& better to be addressed to Earthquake Engineering Conferences
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